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Abstract

One of the main challenges in building multi-user mobile information systems for real-world deployment lies in the development of scalable systems. Recent work on scaling infrastructure for conventional web services using distributed approaches can be applied to the mobile space, but limitations inherent to mobile devices (computational power, battery life) and their communication infrastructure (availability and quality of network connectivity) challenge system designers to carefully design and optimize their software architectures. Additionally, notions of mobility and position in space, unique to mobile systems, provide interesting directions for the segmentation and scalability of mobile information systems. In this paper we describe the implementation of a mobile recommender system for leisure activities, codenamed Magitti, which was built for commercial deployment under stringent scalability requirements. We present concrete solutions addressing these scalability challenges, with the goal of informing the design of future mobile multi-user systems.

1. Introduction

In a world of information overload [1], finding the right content to consume has become increasingly difficult. Recommender systems were designed to address this issue by filtering information down to a restricted set of items that would most likely satisfy their users [2]. They have become extremely popular of late and are now used routinely to recommend diverse items to consumers on the Internet [3]. But until recently these systems were limited to applications accessed from a single machine, with the development of mobile recommender systems still in its infancy [4].

Depending on the algorithm used [3] recommender systems can be highly computational, which adds to the challenge of migrating them to mobile devices. It is perhaps unsurprising, therefore, that most deployments of mobile recommender systems in a research context have been limited to small user populations, ranging from 10 to 60 total users [e.g. 7,8,9,14]. And while the research community has discussed recommender scalability in the past [e.g. 13], it has remained focused on non-mobile usage. Consequently, the issue of how to design a high-performance mobile recommender system, scalable to hundreds, if not millions, of simultaneous users, remains to be addressed.

The design of scalable systems for web applications has received much attention recently [11, 12, 15], with approaches concentrating on fault tolerance, distribution of load, storage of large datasets, providing context for front-end operations and other similar needs. Scalability metrics can include density of users per server instance, concurrent user population, and response time.

We approached the problem of creating a scalable mobile recommender system directly during the development of Magitti. The sponsor of this research, Dai Nippon Printing Co., Ltd., had set an ambitious scalability target for the first prototype: it had to support at least 400 simultaneous users ranking 3000 points of interest on a single commodity server. To meet this requirement we used techniques that are broadly applicable to mobile recommender systems. Our goal with this paper is to describe these techniques, thereby directly addressing the research gap mentioned above.

We begin with a presentation of the overall architecture of Magitti, paying particular attention to how we streamlined data flows between client and server through the use of spatial structures and caching.
data stores. We then explore how we optimized the recommendation process by using a stateless, ad-hoc chain of content-scoring models. We briefly describe the custom testing infrastructure we developed and how it helped us reach our performance targets. Finally, we conclude with a discussion of the lessons learned from this effort.

2. Architecture and Implementation

In general, the implementation of Magitti follows a conventional client server approach, with most significant operations (other than UI) performed on the server. A conceptual overview of the general approach for the system is provided in Figure 1. For the client, running on a Mio A701, we wrote a custom application in C# to provide a rich user-interface experience (see [18] for details of the interface design). Clients connect to the server system using a WAN connection providing TCP-IP access across T-Mobile’s Internet service, which allows the application to communicate over http to an Apache Tomcat-based server framework. The Mio A701 has an embedded GPS receiver, which provides location context for recommendation calculations. For sending messages to the server, we used simple post strings, with returning messages encoded using JSON [16]. The use of JSON allowed us to compose and decode complex messages with only a small amount of overhead.

![Figure 1 – Conceptual architecture](image)

In general, we avoided performing large amounts of computation on the mobile device, with the aim of reducing the device’s power consumption. We found that enabling the GPS device alone had a significant effect – with GPS enabled our devices had only a 3-4 hour battery life, as opposed to approximately 7 hours without it. This made it necessary to limit additional draws on power. Use of server-side computation resulted in response times comparable to other mobile web applications, with the majority of the latency coming from the WAN network; under ideal local network conditions, our server system is capable of providing a complete recommendation response in less than 50ms.

Our major objective was to perform complex recommendation calculations while supporting our scalability targets. Each time the device’s context changes (whether through position change, time change, or user input), the system computes a new set of recommendations based on the new context and the user’s personal tastes. The server computes the utility to the user of a number of “recommendables”, which are items of content describing a venue or event, such as stores, restaurants, parks, art galleries, museums, beauty salons, movie listings, etc. Each recommendable has information about the item’s location, hours of operation, text description, and venue-specific pieces of information such as (for restaurants) price range, cuisine, smoking, alcohol served, etc. Recommendables also have a set of ratings that users of the system have assigned to them, along with the average rating.

The first step to minimize the time needed for utility calculations was to put all of the data needed into an in-memory data store so that slow and potentially non-scalable database access was not frequently required. Once this caching layer was deployed, the calculation of the recommendations became the focus for optimization. In addition to (1) caching, the two ways to minimize the time for calculations were to (2) avoid calculations unlikely to result in changes to our result sets and (3) optimize the computations when unavoidable, which took the form of both local computation optimization and also movement of expensive operations into offline processing pieces. Many of the expensive operations were concerned with activity modeling, in which we analyze the user’s movement and query patterns, and with collaborative filtering, in which similarities between user’s tastes are analyzed to provide enhanced recommendations. The following sections elaborate on optimizations used.

2.1. Caching and Database Structure

Database access in Magitti is structured via a notion of repositories. Each repository buffers and caches a particular type of data from the database: (1) read-only repositories that proxy data read in at application start-
up time, and (2) repositories that accumulate state for periodic writes. The second type of repository is typically used to store data for offline processing, such as performing user clustering for collaborative filtering and activity modeling, which are too expensive to perform in real-time in a server instance. The algorithms used are described in detail elsewhere [17].

All repositories serve the same process: to insulate the main application layer from having to access the database directly, and to provide a high level API for data-storage via key-value pairs. Note that our approach to database access could eventually be replaced with a more optimized key-value storage system, similar to Amazon’s Dynamo [12], without disturbing higher level application functionality.

When data in the database is to be updated, we provide for asynchronous updates wherever possible via a write-through cache. A command pattern [20] is utilized for data insertion. Instead of the calling application thread writing directly to the database, commands containing updates are placed into a queue, and executed using a thread-pool, which parallelizes database access by allowing many simultaneous database read/write operations to be in progress. Any I/O blocking then occurs in the database update threads, as opposed to the main utility calculation thread.

2.2. Spatialized data storage

We developed a spatial data store that caches and partitions our content database along geographic bounds. Our use of the spatial structure ensures that calculations are performed only on recommendables that are within a specified geographic region, avoiding comparative calculations over the entire repository. Spatial structures are well known in other domains, such as computer graphics [21].

The structure used is based on grids of connected cells, each of which covers a particular geographic area (typically a 200m tile). Extent of the grids is determined by an initial pass through all recommendables, examining their latitude and longitude co-ordinates. At server start up time, we create grid cells and sort recommendables by geographic location (latitude and longitude) using simple numeric operations to determine which cell they reside in. For querying, we perform a similar process, first spatializing the query co-ordinates to determine the cell in which the co-ordinates reside then returning lists of cells around the computed cell. Since the cell retrieval process is entirely based upon simple numeric scaling operations, it runs in constant time, regardless of the number of items in the structure or the size of the grid. Using this mechanism, we can radically cut down on the number of calculations which need to be performed by performing calculations only on recommendables close to a given location, and not on recommendables further away.

The spatial partitioning model has some potential downsides, one of which is that a specified geographic boundary may contain too few items to recommend to the user. To alleviate this problem, we implemented an automatic expansion of the query range when the result set contains only a few items. This addressed another interesting aspect of location-based venue recommendations which was that each type of recommendable venue has different geographic density, both over all regions as well as within specific parts of a city. For example, there are generally more stores in a given area than there are parks. Likewise, there are generally more stores than restaurants per unit square in a shopping center, while the inverse is often true of a town/city center. Another problem concerns the risk that the system might miss items just outside the bounded range that would have a high utility due to a high match with the user’s personal preferences. For the Magitti prototype, we decided to take the risk that high-scoring items might be missed and evaluate whether users would identify this as a significant problem. In fact, our user evaluation found that most users wanted even tighter bounding than we had designed for [19].

2.3. Recommendation engine

Most recommender systems in commercial use today implement a form of collaborative filtering (CF) [2]. Intuitively, this technique tries to automate propagation of information among like-minded people. Using ratings assigned to items in the past, CF recommenders compute “neighborhoods” of users with similar tastes (often using statistical correlation measures). Unrated items for a user are given a score based on the ratings assigned to the same item by other users in the neighborhood (the prediction can be as simple as a mean rating, but more complex techniques are also available) [5]. However, CF-only systems neglect contextual information that could be crucial in a mobile context [6]. Past research has also shown that the accuracy and usefulness of predictions often benefit
from a hybrid approach combining CF with other techniques [10].

We therefore decided to adopt a mixed-model, ad-hoc architecture, for Magitti’s recommendation engine. Our system maintains a library of “utility models” tasked with computing the utility (or score) of an item. Models contribute to an item’s final score only if the information they need is available. This lets us combine contextual data with more static preferences to maximize the usefulness of our predictions to the user: for instance, our Distance model will recommend closer places if the weather turns bad, but it can also function perfectly well without this contextual data by defaulting to an exponential decay utility function based on a user’s range. Similarly, a user having rated a lot of items will trigger the inclusion of a CF-based model in the utility computation chain, but another user without any rating (and consequently with CF disabled) will still receive recommendations based on the integrated score from all the other models available. A Set Generator is responsible for combining the models using rules that can be hard coded or learned over time (we discuss this part of our system in more depth in [17]). In Magitti’s current implementation we combine up to eight models.

However, it is obvious that a consequence of the hybrid approach we adopted is a significant increase in computation costs. This forced us to pay particular attention to the kinds of data structures used in each model, avoiding expensive operations, and spending time doing profiler informed optimization.

For memory optimization, we needed to minimize the number of objects stored as an item moves through the model chain. Our models are stateless: after computing an item’s utility they move on to the next item without storing the result, keeping track of the utility computed by each model only for the current item. When the final utility is obtained, the Set Generator uses a binary tree limited to the number of recommendations the user wishes to see (typically 20) to store an Item ID/utility pair, and this only if the current item’s utility is better than those of the items currently in the tree.

2.4. Learning and Offline Modeling

As mentioned earlier, some context for recommendations is provided by the handheld device. Additionally, we use information obtained from user studies [18] to provide probabilities (“priors”) for user’s activities varying by day of the week, time of day, weather, and neighborhood. However, as users move through the world performing queries and examining recommendables on their handheld devices, it is possible to build a more detailed model of their behavior. We use two primary data sources: venues close to reported GPS positions, and records of how searches are refined on the client device. These data sources are indexed by minute of week, averaged with other data near the same minute of week, and then used to improve activity predictions and recommendation preferences by learning weights for our utility models (we refer to this process as model-weight learning). For example, if a user visits and searches for fast food restaurants for lunch, but pricier ethnic restaurants for dinner, the learning would identify this pattern and apply it to new recommendations.

Some of the algorithms used in the modeling process are computationally intensive. To maximize the density of users per server instance it is not desirable to run these applications in the same process as the server, since they typically do not run in real time. In particular, we perform offline modeling for parts of the system performing interference about activities via GPS trace analysis, preferences for reading particular types of content, etc. The offline process is expected to be run about once per day; however as it need not be executed on the web server, it could be run continuously in the background. When the user logs in, the smaller digest files and information in the database generated by the offline processes are read into memory and cached there for the duration of the session. Larger per-user sets of information are loaded lazily to reduce the per-user memory footprint, which is also reduced using other compression techniques; primarily the compression of objects which utilize only a small part of a number type’s range into a corresponding smaller number type object.

2.5. Testing, tools, and performance evaluation

Because we wanted to be able to examine the behavior of the system before we had real-world users, we needed a way to simulate both the motion of users in the world and having large numbers of users connected to the system. Additionally, the complexity of the approach applied to the generation of the recommendations required that we be able to visualize the various properties of the server’s internal models. Thus, to aid the development process, we created a suite of testing applications – a simulator (which enabled us to simulate the motion of users in the world), a visualizer (which enabled us to examine the
server state), and a re-player application (which enabled us to replay the motion of users in the world). All three of these applications communicate with the server via a shared multi-threaded network interface. Using a task queue, any of the applications can place messages into the network interface, which will then asynchronously contact the server and perform various types of operation.

The simulator allowed us to place a realistic load of up to 500 users into a single server instance and proved invaluable for testing. With the simulated load in place, we were able to profile the runtime execution of the server and optimize code where necessary. For a typical load of 400 users, the final system exhibited (local) query times of approximately 50ms. At loads of more than 500 users per server instance, we started to become limited by network IO processing overhead, with corresponding degradation in response time.

4. Future work and conclusions

We have demonstrated both that a client-server based mobile recommendation system is practical for large-scale deployment and that a good density of users per server node can be obtained. With the current system, we do the majority of the computation on the back-end server infrastructure. With increasing capability of mobile devices, it should be possible to perform more of this work on the client; in particular, systems which allow for the transparent migration of data and computation between small devices and the more extensive facilities provided by larger (server) devices are interesting directions to pursue. However, particularly in the case of algorithms like collaborative filtering, it still makes sense to have extensive server build-out.

For deployment at commercial scale, we envision clusters of self-similar servers behind commercial high availability load balancing solutions. Clusters can be geographically segmented, with a separate login step in which a device provides a geographic context to the login server, and is then directed to a particular cluster for the duration of its session. For a comprehensive approach dealing with failures of live servers, a distributed key value store similar to [12] can be user to store session data, thus enabling the same context to be served by different server instances inside a cluster.

We learned a number of lessons during the project; in particular, our early development of simulation and visualization tools allowed us to both place a realistic load on our server architecture, and examine the internal state of the server system easily. Caching and spatial partitioning mechanisms served a vital role to insulate ourselves from database access and also provide a layer capable of interacting with more advanced storage mechanisms in the future. Likewise, our use of standard web technology in a mobile setting worked well. We believe similar approaches could be easily applied to future mobile projects.
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